College Captains:

Mitchell Cook and Gemma Hartwig

Prefects:

Natasha Broome, Brock Dignan, Grace McVeigh and Mitchell Skinner

House Leaders:

MacKillop
Year 6: Patrick Boland and Charlotte Crothers
Year 7: Ella Langton and Ryan Luck
Year 12: Ethan Crothers and Kelsie Schrag

Mc Auley
Year 6: Max Brady and Emma Celledoni
Year 7: Mikaela Clark and Jonty MacDougall
Year 12: Jasmine Ryan and Ben Sankey

Nolan:
Year 6: Brock Dawson and Kacey Miaco
Year 7: Bryn O’Connor and Cate Ostwald
Year 12: Connor Malone and Joshua Tubb

Rice
Year 6: Dusty Brown and Zoe Turner
Year 7: Mikayla Leahy and Darcy Reed
Year 12: Brennan Brown and Bronwyn Kay
Student Representative Council:
Year 6: Jeremy Bazley and Vivi Vadasz
Year 7: Ben Grant and Madison Johansen
Year 8: Noah Brady and Danielle Kruger
Year 9: Hannah Cook and Kurtis Sankey
Year 10: Will Gillespie and Jessica Staheli
Year 11: Brianna Celledoni and Hamish McGovern
Year 12: Gemma Kruger and Frank Witcombe